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Background
Geophysicists use T-d curves to obtain past climate, or more accurately, histories of
ground surface temperature. As others have suggested (1), and I have attempted to show
elsewhere (2,3) past climate is difficult to obtain from these data for time periods beyond
a century or two into the past. The reason for this is that the means of heat transfer in
solid rock, thermal diffusion, or in porous or fractured rock, combined thermal diffusion
and convection, are irreversible processes, which lead to a rapid dissipation of the
information needed to construct temperature history. In a glacier, however, a different
means of heat transfer is available that is reversible, and which approximates wave
propagation. This explains why surface temperatures are available over tens of thousands
of years in glacier boreholes (4,5).

Heat Transfer in a Glacier
Heat transfer in a glacier differs from that in rock or soil in one important way. Thermal
convection in a glacier involves flow of the entire material medium; whereas, in rock
what convection occurs (on a short time scale at least) is confined to fluid moving
through pores and fractures. Unless the material is isothermal, convection in porous rock
necessarily involves mixing fluids at one temperature with rock at another. This mixing is
an irreversible process, which dissipates temperature information. In a glacier the entire
medium participates in convection, which means that heat transfer doesn’t involve
mixing(6).
A simple model of flow in a glacier is as follows. As snow accumulates upon the
glacier, its weight bears upon the snow below, which compresses the glacier vertically.
At the same time the glacier moves laterally. At the bedrock surface the vertical strain
stops completely and the resulting flow is entirely lateral. An extremely simplified model
of this motion is the complex velocity potential ƒ (w)= ½ εw2; where ε is the vertical
strain rate of the glacier and w is the complex variable x+jz. At any location the vertical
velocity of material is –εz where z is the height above the bedrock. Using this flow
model, the 1-D equation for heat transfer is
1. α∂2T/∂z2+εz∂T/∂z =∂T/∂t

Use the changes of variable, z = ly where l is the thickness of the glacier, and τ=εt, to
transform the differential equation into dimensionless form(7).
2. δ∂2T/∂y2+y∂T/∂y =∂T/∂τ
The variable y ranges from 0 at the bedrock surface to 1 at the glacier surface. The
single parameter δ=(α/εl2) is of the order of 0.04 for the Greenland Ice Sheet. Because δ
is so small, we may consider neglecting the first term in the differential equation as long
as y is not too near 0. The result is

3. y∂T/∂y -∂T/∂τ=0
The solution to which is T=F(Log(y)+τ). At the surface of the glacier, y=1, which
shows that F(τ) is simply the scaled history of surface temperature at the site. Because no
smoothing of the function F(τ) is involved, material is incorporated and conveyed to
depth conserving its temperature. Of course, there is a little diffusion of heat near the
ground surface and within the flowing ice, so that past temperature cannot be recovered
perfectly. In particular, temperature variations with less than a century duration are not
preserved well. Near the base of the ice sheet, the vertical strain is insignificant, and a
diffusive boundary layer develops which eventually ends the possibility of recovering
long past temperature.
In the previous paper, Part I, I showed the idealized steady solution as being
approximately isothermal to a depth of 2/3 of the thickness of the ice sheet. Thus, the
diffusive boundary layer occupies, at most, the bottom 1/3 of the glacier. The time
required to reach this depth is of the order of 1/ε. In the case of the Greenland Ice Sheet
this is about 10,000 years. Beyond 10,000 years, approximately, diffusion becomes
important, and past temperatures are recovered with much diminished resolution.
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